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Cardiac tissue and the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction provide two notable examples of excitable media
that support scroll waves, in which a filament core is the source of spiral waves of excitation. Here we
consider a novel topological configuration in which a closed filament loop, known as a scroll ring, is
threaded by a pair of counterrotating filaments that are perpendicular to the plane of the ring and end on the
boundary of a thin medium. We simulate the dynamics of this threaded ring (thring) in the photosensitive
Belousov-Zhabotinsky excitable medium, using the modified Oregonator reaction-diffusion equations.
These computations reveal that the threading topology induces an exotic motion in which the thring swims
in the plane of the ring. We propose a light templating protocol to create a thring in the photosensitive
Belousov-Zhabotinsky medium and provide experimental confirmation that this protocol indeed yields a
thring.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.123.258102

Excitable media that host spiral wave vortices are found
in a variety of chemical, biological, and physical systems
[1]. An important example is cardiac tissue, where spiral
waves are believed to play a vital role in certain cardiac
arrhythmias [2]. Experimental studies in this context are
clearly difficult, but fortunately the Belousov-Zhabotinsky
(BZ) chemical reaction provides a similar excitable
medium that is more amenable to experimental study
and therefore allows a detailed investigation of the proper-
ties of spiral waves [3]. The photosensitive variant of the
BZ reaction is particularly accommodating, as it allows
some optical control of excitation waves. Similar optical
control has recently been demonstrated in cardiac tissue [4]
and optogenetic defibrillation has been shown to terminate
ventricular arryhthmia [5].
In a three-dimensional medium, spiral wave vortices

become extended vortex strings, known as scroll waves [6],
with a linelike filament that organizes waves of excitation.
A filament that forms a closed circular loop is known as a
scroll ring, with the generic motion being translation along
the axis of the ring, akin to the familiar motion of a smoke
ring. Locomotion of this type is thwarted in a thin medium,
where tight confinement in the direction parallel to the axis
of the scroll ring traps it at the medium boundary. Recent
experimental results [7] in a thin photosensitive BZ
medium have shown that such confinement not only
prevents the translational motion of the scroll ring but also
significantly changes other aspects of its dynamics, yield-
ing a stable ring radius in the confined medium in contrast

to an expanding ring in the corresponding bulk system. The
experimental results are well-described by the numerical
simulation of the modified Oregonator reaction-diffusion
equations that model the photosensitive version of the BZ
medium [7]. The dramatic effects of spatial confinement on
scroll rings has also been demonstrated in other BZ media,
where the results are again reproduced by reaction-diffu-
sion equations and a kinematical model has been proposed
that provides a quantitative description of the interaction of
a scroll ring with a medium boundary [8]. This influence of
confinement on excitable media is important in other
contexts, particularly in the human heart [9], where the
thickness is of the order of the spiral wavelength, as in the
chemical experiments.
A scroll ring is the simplest example of a closed filament,

but knots and links provide more exotic examples, in which
nontrivial topology profoundly influences the dynamics. To
date, there are no experimental examples of knotted or
linked filaments in any excitable medium. However,
numerical simulations [10–17] provide predictions for their
behavior that are waiting to be confirmed by experiments, if
methods can be engineered and implemented to create the
required conditions and image the result.
In this Letter, we exploit confinement in a thin medium

to provide the first experimental example of filaments with
nontrivial topology in an excitable medium. We propose
and implement a light templating protocol in a thin
photosensitive BZ medium to create a scroll ring that is
threaded by a pair of counterrotating scroll waves that are
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perpendicular to the plane of the ring and end on the
boundary of the thin medium. This rotaxanelike [18]
arrangement of filaments is topologically nontrivial
because the threading filaments cannot be unlinked from
the circular filament of the ring whilst remaining unbroken
and attached to opposite sides of the thin medium. For
brevity, we shall refer to such a threaded ring using the
portmanteau thring.
The experimental results on the formation of a thring are

reproduced by numerical simulations of the modified
Oregonator reaction-diffusion equations that model the
photosensitive version of the BZ medium [19]. Our exper-
imental apparatus requires that the thring is created with a
transverse size of at least around ten spiral wavelengths.
However, numerical simulations reveal an unexpected and
novel phenomenon for smaller thrings, with a transverse
size of around two spiral wavelengths. Namely, the combi-
nation of topology and confinement induces an exotic
motion in which the thring swims in the plane of the ring,
that is, in a direction perpendicular to the thin direction of
the medium. The term thring is therefore an apt name, as the
verb thring means to push ahead, as if in a throng.
Our protocol to create a thring is an extension of the

approach used in [7] to create a confined scroll ring and
therefore we aim to recreate a similar experimental setup.
The photosensitive BZ medium incorporates a photosensi-
tive ruthenium catalyst immobilized in a thin cylindrical
silica hydrogel with diameter 50 mm and thickness around
1 mm. The concentration of the ruthenium catalyst and
the preparation of the gel followed the procedure described
in [20]. The gel is positioned vertically in a glass chamber
containing a catalyst-free BZ mixture with ½NaBrO3� ¼
0.2 M, ½malonic acid� ¼ 0.17 M, ½H2SO4� ¼ 0.39 M, and
½NaBr� ¼ 0.09 M. Light is applied from one side of the
gel using a video projector and images are captured on a
camera positioned on the other side of the gel [21]. A bright
light on a flexible head can be positioned between the
camera and the gel to locally increase the level of illumi-
nation and cut excitation waves as required. A circular
plastic blocking disc, of diameter 14 mm, can be attached to
the side of the chamber facing the projector to temporarily
block the illumination inside this circular region. A speckle
filter is placed between the video projector and the gel to
yield a more homogeneous level of illumination at which
the BZ medium is in an excitable regime. In the resting
state the medium appears orange and a wave of excitation
appears as light green, corresponding to the oxidized state of
the catalyst.
Under a low light intensity the BZ reaction is oscillatory

and spontaneously generates waves of excitation. The
blocking disc can therefore be used to initiate spontaneous
waves; however our protocol requires control over both the
frequency of these wave emissions and over their precise
point of generation. To achieve this control we introduce a
novel experimental technique, where we shine a laser on a

specific line through the gel for an extended period of time
to photobleach a tiny region of the medium before it is
placed in the chamber containing the BZ mixture. We refer
to this photobleached region as a defect. Under low light
intensity, waves will be emitted from the defect ahead of
any other dark region. The frequency of the wave emission
from the defect has been found to increase with the laser
exposure time, allowing some control over the wave
frequency. Once returned to ambient light, the defect ceases
to produce waves and has no discernible influence on
waves that pass through it.
Our protocol to create a thring is illustrated in Fig. 1. The

blocking disc is centered over the defect to reduce the
illumination and hence activate the defect, producing a
cylindrical wave [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)]. The bright light is
used to cut the cylindrical wave [Fig. 1(c)], with the
intensity and duration tuned to control the depth of the
cut and subsequently form a scroll ring halfway through
the gel. The activity of the defect is tuned so that it produces
a second cylindrical wave [Fig. 1(d)] at around the same
time that the scroll wave is formed. Finally, the blocking
disc is removed, to prevent further wave generation from
the defect, and the bright light is used to cut a segment of
the second cylindrical wave all the way through the gel
[Fig. 1(e)], giving rise to a pair of oppositely handed scroll
waves that thread the scroll ring and end on the boundaries
of the medium [Fig. 1(f)].
In Fig. 2(a) we present the experimental realization of the

above protocol with an image captured by the camera after
several spiral wave rotation periods have elapsed since the
creation of the thring. The pair of spiral scroll waves, with
opposite orientations, are clearly visible near the center of
the gel. The filament of the scroll ring is the faintest of the
circles, with a diameter of 28 mm, and has the characteristic
signature that the circular waves outside the scroll ring
move away from the center of the disc whereas the circular

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

FIG. 1. Protocol for the initiation of a threaded ring: (a) and
(b) A defect (black line) emits a cylindrical wave (green) from the
center. (c) Light is used to cut the top half of the emitted wave.
(d) The circular end of the wave forms a scroll ring (blue) as
another cylindrical wave emanates from the defect. (e) Light is
used to cut a segment of the cylindrical wave to yield (f) a pair of
vertical scroll wave filaments (blue) that thread the ring. Note that
the z direction has been stretched to facilitate visualization.
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waves inside the scroll ring move towards the center of the
disc. The spiral wavelength is λ ¼ 2.1 mm, so the thickness
of the gel is approximately 1

2
λ and the diameter is 24λ.

The experimental results are well described by numerical
simulations of the modified Oregonator reaction-diffusion
equations [19] that model the photosensitive version of the
Belousov-Zhabotinsky medium, as in [7]. In dimensionless
form these equations are given by

∂u
∂t ¼

1

ε
ðuð1 − uÞ þ wðβ − uÞÞ þ∇2u;

∂v
∂t ¼ u − v;

∂w
∂t ¼ 1

ε0
ðΦþ γv − wðβ þ uÞÞ þ δ∇2w; ð1Þ

where the variables u, v, w are proportional to the
concentrations of bromous acid, the oxidized form of
the ruthenium catalyst, and bromide ions, respectively.
We take the same parameter values as in [7], namely,
ε ¼ 0.125, ε0 ¼ 0.00139, β ¼ 0.002, γ ¼ 1.16, δ ¼ 1.12,
and Φ ¼ 0.013. The modification from the original
Oregonator model is the addition of the parameter Φ that
is proportional to the light intensity, with the above value
representing the light supplied by the projector. To model
a region where light from the projector is blocked we
set Φ ¼ 0 in this region, and a region where the bright
light illuminates the gel is modeled by setting Φ ¼ 0.04.
Numerical solutions of (1) are computed using standard
methods [21] with no-flux boundary conditions and sup-
port a spiral scroll wave with a wavelength λ ¼ 18.6 and a
period T ¼ 6.5. To compare with the experimental results
we shall present all quantities in terms of these dimensions.
In particular, the simulation region is a cuboid of size
27λ × 27λ × 1

2
λ, and hence is comparable in size to the gel

used in the experiment.
In Fig. 2(b) we present the result of the numerical

simulation of our protocol to create a thring by displaying a
heat map of the average value of v along the z direction. In
the experimental image the color change is proportional to

the total integrated concentration of the oxidized catalyst
through the thin direction of the gel, and hence to the
average value of v in the model. There is clearly a good
agreement between the experimental result and the numeri-
cal simulation, with both displaying the smiling face image
that is the signature of a thring of this size. The filaments
can be visualized in the simulation by plotting the isosur-
face jBj ¼ 0.008, where B ¼ ∇u × ∇v is the vorticity that
is highly localized on the filaments [22]. In Fig. 2(c) the
three filaments are shown in blue, together with a heat map
of v on the bottom surface of the medium. In both the
experiment and the simulation the dynamics of the thring is
such that the threading filaments barely move while the
filament ring slowly contracts [21]. In the simulation the
ring retains its symmetry during the contraction, but in
the experiment the lack of perfect homogeneity in both
the system and the initialization of the ring leads to an
asymmetric contraction and eventually to a breaking of
the filament ring due to a collision with the boundary of the
gel, on a timescale of the order of 50 spiral wave periods
(over an hour).
In the numerical simulations we can study thrings that

are smaller in size than those that our current experimental
apparatus is capable of creating. The smallest possible
thrings have a lateral size of around 2λ and demonstrate an
unexpected novel form of locomotion. In Figs. 3(a)–3(c),
we present a thring at increasing times by displaying the
filaments (blue), identified as regions where jBj ≥ 0.008,
together with the excitation waves. These plots reveal that
the thring moves along the y axis, although the motion is far
from rigid and the scroll ring filament takes on a variety of
shapes, with a motion that is reminiscent of swimming [21].
The threading filaments are initially created equidistant to
the scroll ring. Choosing coordinates so that the center of
the scroll ring filament is at the origin and the threaded
filaments are on the x axis then the thring moves along the
positive (negative) y axis if the filament on the negative x
axis spirals clockwise (anticlockwise). The y coordinate of

FIG. 2. A threaded ring: (a) Experimental image. (b)–(c) Numerical simulation. (b) A heat map of the average value of v. (c) The scroll
ring and threaded vertical scroll wave filaments are shown in blue, together with a heat map of v on the bottom surface. The black arrows
indicate the direction of motion of the excitation waves.
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the center of mass of the thring (calculated, as explained
in [16], by weighting positions by jBj4) is presented in
Fig. 3(d). Oscillations with the period T are clearly seen on
top of a constant swimming speed of 0.07λ=T, together
with a secondary period Tswim ≈ 15T that corresponds to a
full stroke of the swimming action.
A qualitative understanding of the swimming mecha-

nism can be obtained by appealing to the dynamics of the
cores of a symmetric pair of oppositely handed spiral
waves. By symmetry, the component of the velocity
parallel to the line of symmetry, vk, is equal for each spiral
core, whereas the component of the velocity perpendicular
to the line of symmetry is v⊥ for one core and −v⊥ for the
other, where v⊥ > 0 corresponds to the cores moving away
from each other. The magnitudes and signs of vk and v⊥
have a complicated dependence on the separation of the
cores [8,20]. At the minimal separation at which the cores
repel, vk is similar to the speed of a swimming thring.
However, because v⊥ > 0 the cores move apart and this
produces a drop in vk by orders of magnitude and a reversal
of its sign. If the surrounding ring is removed from a thring
then there is a short initial motion of the threading filaments
as before, followed by a reversal of direction and a decay of
the speed. In this case the center of mass of the pair
effectively comes to a halt, moving a total distance of less
than 0.1λ in the total time displayed in Fig. 3(d), in

agreement with the above explanation for the swimming
mechanism. The main effect of the ring in a small thring is
to frustrate the repulsion of the cores, hence enabling a
prolonged period of propulsion.
The size requirement for swimming behavior follows

from the above reasoning. The separation of the threading
filaments must be less than λ, to have a significant parallel
component to the velocity, and the distance from each
threading filament to the ring must also be less than λ, to
frustrate the repulsion. This yields a maximal size for a
swimming thring of the order of 2λ. This is similar to the
minimal size for a thring, because a pair of counterrotating
spiral waves created with a separation much less than λ
leads to their rapid mutual annihilation [8,23]. To support
swimming thrings the BZ medium must have a thickness
of the order of λ=2. The thickness cannot be less than this if
it is to host a scroll ring and once the thickness is as large as
λ then the scroll ring loses its ability to tightly bind the
threading filaments [21].
It turns out that swimming in a fixed direction is an

unstable locomotion for the thring and is a result of the
symmetric initial conditions that created the threading

FIG. 3. A symmetric thring swimming along the y axis. (a)–
(b) The filaments (blue) and waves at increasing times. (c) A 3D
view of the filaments. (d) The position along the y axis of the
thring as a function of time.

FIG. 4. An asymmetric thring swimming in a circle. (a)–(b) The
filaments (blue) and waves at increasing times. (c) A 3D view of
the filaments. (d) The x (black) and y (red) coordinates of the
thring as a function of time. (e) The trajectory in the (x, y) plane.
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filaments equidistant from the ring filament. Any small
perturbation that breaks this symmetry and creates the
clockwise spiral threading filament closer to the filament
ring than its anticlockwise partner yields a thring that
swims in a circle in a clockwise direction. This is illustrated
in Fig. 4, where the filaments and waves are displayed at
two different times in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). The coordinates
of the center of mass of this asymmetric thring are plotted
as a function of time in Fig. 4(d) and the circular trajectory
is shown in Fig. 4(e). There is an initial transitory phase,
as the asymmetry develops, followed by circular motion
with a diameter that is comparable to the size 2λ of the
thring [21]. The time taken to swim a complete orbit is
Torbit ≈ 86T, which is consistent with the swimming speed
quoted above, 2λπ=Torbit ≈ 0.07λ=T. The length of the
transitory phase, where motion shifts from linear to
circular, increases as the size of the initial asymmetry
decreases, but the radius of the final circular trajectory is
independent of the initial perturbation. As expected, if
the anticlockwise spiral is the one formed closest to the
filament ring then the thring swims in a circle in an
anticlockwise direction.
In summary, we have introduced a light templating

protocol to create a new topologically interesting arrange-
ment of spiral wave filaments in a confined BZ excitable
medium. We have experimentally realized a threaded ring
(thring), as a proof of principle that these objects are
experimentally accessible, and have demonstrated numeri-
cally that the interplay between threading topology and
confinement induces a novel swimming motion for small
thrings. To bring the experiment into the swimming regime
would require an increase in the frequency of the defect or a
decrease in the wave speed, so that the filament ring had a
smaller radius at the time when the defect generates its
second wave. This may be possible by making changes to
the system, such as using different concentrations for the
BZ mixture.
The experimental creation of filament knots in the BZ

reaction remains an elusive goal for now. However, we
believe that perfecting and extending our protocol is an
important step towards this realistic objective, using similar
light templating protocols. Swimming thrings also exist in
the FitzHugh-Nagumo medium [21], which provides a
simple model of the electrical activity of cardiac tissue, and
therefore they appear to be a new universal phenomenon in
excitable media with potential implications across biology,
physics, and chemistry.
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